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Introduction

From Simon Blackburn:

William James said that sometimes detailed philosophical argument is irrelevant. Once a current of thought is really under way, trying to oppose it with argument is like planting a stick in a river to try to alter its course: “round your obstacle flows the water and ‘gets there just the same’”. . . . [James] thought pragmatism was such a river.
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*William James said that sometimes detailed philosophical argument is irrelevant. Once a current of thought is really under way, trying to oppose it with argument is like planting a stick in a river to try to alter its course: “round your obstacle flows the water and ‘gets there just the same’”. ... [James] thought pragmatism was such a river.*
“There is a contemporary river that sometimes calls itself pragmatism, although other titles are probably better. At any rate it is the denial of differences, the celebration of the seamless web of language, the soothing away of distinctions, whether of primary versus secondary, fact versus value, description versus expression, or of any other significant kind.”
“What is left is a smooth, undifferentiated view of language, sometimes a nuanced kind of anthropomorphism or “internal” realism, sometimes the view that no view is possible: minimalism, deflationism, quietism. Wittgenstein is often admired as a high priest of the movement.”
“Planting a stick in this water is probably futile, but having done it before I shall do it again, and—who knows?—enough sticks may make a dam, and the waters of error may subside.”
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Blackburn’s aims (in this paper and elsewhere):

- To challenge this ‘undifferentiated’ view of language (especially, here, in a form elaborated by Wright).
- To recommend instead quasi-realism – his own version of expressivism – as the most attractive treatment of a range of philosophical topics: e.g., moral, aesthetic, conditional, causal, and probabilistic judgements.
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   - support for his case against the undifferentiated view;
   - but an argument that quasi-realism remains too differentiated – there is a better, more ‘global’, form of expressivism.
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The origins of expressivism

Expressivism is often a response to the challenge posed by the contrast between:

- The rich world of the ‘manifest image’, populated by values, abstracts objects, mental facts, . . .
- The sparse world described by science.

The “placement problem”: the task of reconciling the manifest image with the scientific image – finding a ‘place’ for values, abstract objects, etc., in the world revealed by science.
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The manifest world ...
... minus norms ...
... and abstract objects ...
...yields the scientific world:

- Physical/causal
- Abstract/mathematical
- Evaluative/normative
The expressivist solution

- Focus on the problematic *vocabularies*, not on the *objects* or *properties*.

- Maintain that the function of the vocabularies is not to *describe* or *represent* or *refer to* bits of the world – instead it is to *express* or *project* certain of our psychological states (e.g., our evaluative attitudes).
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The semantic contrast

This leads to a picture with a contrast between vocabularies:

- Scientific vocabulary does genuinely \textit{represent}, or \textit{refer to}, the external world.
- Other vocabularies don’t have a \textit{representational} or \textit{referential} function.

Important point: this contrast is drawn in \textit{semantic} terms – i.e., in terms of truth, reference, etc.
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Explaining the ‘descriptive’ appearances

- **Puzzle**: why do the non-representational vocabularies ‘look like’ descriptive vocabularies – why do we talk of moral truths, etc.?
- **Quasi-realism** takes this issue seriously, and tries to show, starting from expressivist starting point, how we naturally come to speak in a ‘quasi-descriptive’ way.
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Quasi-realists as metaphysical quietists

One thing quasi-realism buys us, according to Blackburn, is a defence of ordinary practice – a reason for claiming that there is no error in saying, with the folk, “there are moral values.”

“[Q]uasi-realism is most easily thought of as the enterprise of showing why projectivism needs no truck with an error theory.” (Blackburn 1998, 175)
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Two challenges for quasi-realism

Like most other expressivist views, quasi-realism is a *local* view: it treats some vocabularies as *quasi*-descriptive, others as *genuinely* descriptive. The quasi-realist’s entitlement to this distinction comes under attack from two directions:

- an internal challenge, from within the quasi-realist’s own framework;
- and an external challenge, from more general considerations.
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- an idle cog, not needed to explain the use of the statements in question; and
- a methodological inconsistency, given that quasi-realism offers an expressivist account of the use of semantic vocabulary in association with the hard cases.”
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The minimalist challenge:

According to minimalism (or deflationism) about truth:

- There is no substantial theoretical property of truth.
- The truth predicate is just a grammatical device of “disquotation” (by adding it to a quoted sentence, we can say what we can say with the unquoted sentence).
- Its essence, in so far as it has one, is captured by the equivalence schema:

  "P" is true iff P.
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“X is good” is true iff X is good
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Apparent consequence:

If minimalists are right about truth, expressivists must be wrong about moral claims (etc.) – for minimalism makes it easy to be truth-evaluable, in the only sense available.

Thus, apparently, minimalism is bad news for expressivism.

This is the minimalist pressure to “make everything the same” that Blackburn was alluding to, in the passage at the beginning.
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On the face of it, these two challenges push in opposite directions:

- The *internal* challenge pushes in the direction of global quasi-realism, global expressivism.
- The *external* challenge seems to push towards global representationalism, global cognitivism – a global *defeat* for expressivism.
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Semantic minimalism implies a global *victory* for expressivism, rather than a global *defeat*. Why? Because it deflates the theoretical vocabulary needed to be a representationalist – expressivism is the only theory left standing.
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